COMO MANDA O FIGURINO
Toninho Ferragutti e Bebê Kramer
It's difficult to think the Brazilian culture and popular music without the accordion. Sanfona, concertina, harmonica - the names of such instrument are as diverse as the different
ways it is used into the musical tradition of Brazil.
Toninho Ferragutti was born in the small town Socorro, in São Paulo state, and is living for
many years now in the state capital. Bebê Kramer was born in another small town named
Vacaria, in Rio Grande do Sul state, and now lives in the city of Rio de Janeiro. At the beginning of 2011, they were invited to perform together on a project called Reflexos, which
brought together duets of musicians from Brazil and abroad. Soon after that, they received another invitation to participate together in a SESC project called Sonora Brasil,
touring the entire southern and south-eastern Brazil regions with performances showing
a repertoire of contemporary music written for the accordion. This is how the duo was
born, together with the desire to record on a CD the result of an encounter as fruitful and
enjoyable as, to some extent unexpected.
What initially seemed geographically so far turned out into a huge and deep affinity regarding a cultural and historical points of view - and proof of this is the CD Como Manda
o Figurino, now released by these two great accordionists through the Borandá label.
In the northeast of Brazil - where the accordion is known as sanfona -, more precisely with
the building of the Brazilian railway system by the British in the early 20th century, the
instrument gave rise to a new rhythm: the forró, widely known and admired throughout Brazil (and even abroad) nowadays. Luiz Gonzaga, the most famous accordionist
from Brazil who also created another very popular rhythm, the baião, was a pioneer in
highlighting this so typically north-eastern music that builds geographically with the
accordion its main harmonic support. He was followed closely by Dominguinhos, Sivuca and Oswaldinho, among many other Brazilian accordionists coming from that region. In São Paulo, the largest urban center in South America with more than 20 million inhabitants, people from all over Brazil can be found, and the accordion is permanently incorporated into the local musical tradition, mainly due to the numerous forró
trios of migrants that came from the Northeast over the years.

In the south of the country, the accordion is best known as harmônica and throughout the
region - most notably in the state of Rio Grande do Sul - the instrument became very popular
due to the fact of being always a remarkable presence in all parties and balls. Thus great
names of the instrument became pioneers of the gaúcha music: Adelar Bertussi, Albino
Manique and Edson Dutra are just some of accordionists who composed well known
vanerões, chamamés, mazurkas, milongas - all typical rhythms of the Southern music.
"Our musical profiles and routines are very similar", says Ferragutti. "We shot, we accompany various artists, play in pubs and clubs, we spend our days studying and writing, always travelling a lot. And all of this reflects a lot in our music and our way of playing."
In the 11 tracks made of original compositions for the CD Como Manda o Figurino (five
by Ferragutti and six by Kramer, one of them in partnership with his fellow musician and
friend Guto Wirtti), the perfect meshing of these two virtuosos surprises by the involving
tone of both accordions playing together and the incredibly creative and light dialogues –
almost funny! – that they build brilliantly with their instruments.
"I brought a certain gaúcho accent to Ferragutti’s music”, says Kramer. It is not difficult to
prove how true such statement is once listening, for example, to the beautiful interpretation of the duo for the composition Forró Classudo, by Toninho Ferragutti. On the other
hand, the joyful air that Northeastern tradition lends to Ferragutti’s music is very clearly
shown, for example, in Choro Esperança, a beautiful and lyrical theme by Kramer.
One of the biggest names in Brazilian music, the composer and guitarist Guinga, a dear
friend of both Ferragutti and Kramer, endorses the musical affinities of the two musicians in
a very poetic way at the CD booklet: "(...) two visionary accordionists / make up a future in
the present (...) / I know they will keep going on / in a continuous procession / barefooted,
naked / (...) two Brazilian geniuses.”
In fact, no matter whether it's accordion (as known in the Northeast) or harmonica (as
known in the South): in a careful and, at the same time, unpretentious way, north and
south, country and metropolis, density and lightness, tradition and innovation are beautifully mixed in the CD Como Manda o Figurino, an uncommon and exquisite work already
born as a reference of the mostly rich Brazilian accordion school.
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